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And the Winner is…

WITTUS and the E-stove!
Let the fires burn brightly in
2019. Wittus starts the new
year on top with some
exciting news! The awardwinning E-stove, designed
and engineered by DBFZ
and
manufactured
by
Thermoelect in Germany produces both heat and electricity
from burning wood. The Wood Stove Design Challenge in
Washington D.C. in November brought us First Place for the
automated stove category and First Place for thermoelectric
stoves, with the highest and most consistent electric output of
360 watts. See full coverage at www.forgreenheat.org. Team
Wittus and show partners shown above.

How to Light a Wood Burning Stove
Every stove is unique and there is a
method to lighting a wood burning
stove. If you follow these handy tips
you should be well on your way to
become a true fire-master!
1)
2)

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Gather newspaper, kindling
and well-seasoned wood.
Make 3 loose newspaper balls and set them inside the firebox.
It helps to place a fire starter*inside the paper ball. Wittus
QuickFire fire starters shown above.
Build a kindling teepee over the paper.
If it is a very cold day, hold a newspaper torch of light up
inside the chimney opening area to preheat.
Light the newspaper balls and keep the door open a crack
until the kindling is well light.
Once fire is burning add a larger log.
Keep the door cracked for as long as it takes to get the log
burning fully. Note: Shutting the door too soon will extinguish
the fire.

Product Ordering Check List

Making a check list may be your most valuable
tool when it comes to ordering Wittus products.
Each product has a different process for ordering,
some more detailed than others. The Stack stoves
are custom order. They have their own color chart
and two different finishes with a choice of various heights and
base options. The Shaker stove has a left or right side door
option and a short or long bench. These are just a few, so it’s
best to call ahead and talk to a staff member with questions
at 914-764-5679 or e-mail wittusreply@msn.com.

Stove News

One Stop Shopping with Style

“If you want architects to select your product for their projects,
then you need to prove to them that your products are going
to work. And you do that by showing them how your products
have worked in projects just like theirs before”.
~The Definitive Guide, Venveo

Stack Stove

Design and style mix when
you see a Stack stove which
is based on the concept of
modular components that
incorporate sections that are
stacked. These stoves are
hand made in Italy by La
Castellamonte, a company
known for a tradition of ceramic making. Available in two
sizes and 4 base options, the Stack stove is a true
masterpiece. See our website for product details.

Shaker Stove

“Stove to the Stars”, the Shaker is
at the top of its class when it comes
to the finest hearth products Wittus
has to offer. This stove is available
in two distinct models: Shaker
short or long bench, with right or
left side door opening options. The
Shaker is an extraordinary stove
conceptualized
by
Antonio
Citterio, renowned Italian industrial designer. All models
utilize a highly efficient firebox and operate on an optional
burn rate system that produces both minimal emissions and a
visually striking fire. The Shaker stove is EPA certified and
approved to UL / ULC standards.

Welcome New Dealer Fair, D&D NYC

We are all so excited,
the Wittus Shaker stove
will be displayed in the
FAIR showroom in the
Design and Decorator
Building (D&D) in NYC.
We extend a warm
welcome to FAIR from
the Wittus family. See
their website www.fair-design.com for more details on who
they are and browse their beautiful new showroom.

